
 
 

 

 

Changelope Campaign Instruction Sheet 

Thank you for participating in a Changelope Campaign! Your support makes a big impact.  Here are some 
instructions and tips for making your Changelope Campaign a success. 

There are two types of Changelope Campaigns: timed and year round. 

Instructions for Timed Changelope Campaign: 

1. Select Church Liaison (CL) to head up campaign 
2. Set launch date and collection date 
3. CL receives supplies: changelopes, stands for changelopes, envelopes for checks and cash, launch video, 

launch speaking points, and Ways to Give cards.  
a. Optional: in honor/memory of cards.  
b. CL will need to write collection date on back of the changelopes. 
c. Please note that everything except the changelopes, stands, and envelopes can be downloaded 

from our website: www.palmettowomenscenter.com 
4. Launch Day 

a. Show video, CL or pastor explain program/process to church 
i. You may request a speaker from PWC as well 

b. Have changelopes, envelopes, and text cards set up on accessible place; preferably a spot that 
everyone walks by.  CL and possibly a volunteer or two should be there to help people get what 
they need. 

c. If possible, have pastor speak on life to go hand in hand with campaign 
5. During campaign 

a. CL should organize occasional reminders, possibly via bulletins, news slide show, or 
announcements 

6. Collection day 
a. Have area designated for drop off 
b. Church may want to consider combining drop off with a prayer service/event, praying over 

funds and ministry 
c. Communicate when and where any late changelopes should be turned in 

7. When changelopes have been collected, the CL should bring them to PWC. 
8. If Timed Campaign is being used as part of a competition, please find a way to designate which 

changelopes belong to which team, and we will report totals raised for each one. 

 



 
 

 

 

Changelope Campaign Instruction Sheet 

Thank you for participating in a Changelope Campaign! Your support makes a big impact.  Here are some 
instructions and tips for making your Changelope Campaign a success. 

There are two types of Changelope Campaigns: timed and year round. 

Instructions for Year Round Changelope Campaign 

1. Select Church Liaison (CL) to head up campaign 
2. Set launch date 
3. CL receives supplies: changelopes, stands for changelopes, envelopes for checks and cash, launch video, 

launch speaking points, and Ways to Give cards.  
a. Optional: in honor/memory of cards.  
b. CL will need to write collection date on back of the changelopes. 
c. Please note that everything except the changelopes, stands, and envelopes can be downloaded 

from our website: www.palmettowomenscenter.com 
4. Launch Day 

a. Show video, CL or pastor explain program/process to church 
i. You may request a speaker from PWC as well 

b. Have changelopes, envelopes, and text cards set up on accessible place; preferably a spot that 
everyone walks by.  CL and possibly a volunteer or two should be there to help people get what 
they need. 

c. If possible, have pastor speak on life to go hand in hand with campaign 
5. Throughout the year, occasionally have reminders about the changelopes: request a speaker from PWC, 

include a note in the church bulletin, add something to church news slides, have pastor/announcer 
remind people of it.  You may want to connect reminders with different holidays/events. 

6. CL may choose to receive full changelopes and bring them to PWC, or they may ask members to bring 
full changelopes to PWC 

 


